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The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers (twinned with Bangkok Hash House Harriers)
Runs/trash #108 May 2006
http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/
All runs are on Mondays meet at 19.30 for 19.40 start
All directions/ timings are approximate and start from Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction (unless stated).

Date

#No. On On

Area

Map ref

Hares

Tel. No. (hare)

1st May 2006 1454
War-Bill-In-Tun, Warbleton
609 183
Don
01273 385637
Directions: A27 to Lewes. Left at 2nd r/b through tunnel, then right on A26. Right on B2192 right through to Cross-in-Hand.
Right again on A265 through Heathfield. Right onto B2096 opposite Crown Inn and 4th right, Chapel Cross. Pub approx. 1.5
miles on left. Est 40 mins. Go on it’s a bank holiday, you know it makes sense
8th May 2006 1455
Crown Inn, Cootham
074 147
Wiggy
01273 440578
Directions: West on A27, leave at Shoreham and take second exit A283 to Steyning. Left at next roundabout, straight on at
A24 staying on A283 through Storrington. Pub on right 1 mile after duck pond on left. Est. 25 mins.
15th May 2006 1456
Alfriston c/p Pub tba
522 033 Mudlarks – Nigel & Peter 01273 271441
Directions: East on A27 past Lewes and Beddingham. Right at next roundabout, car park on left just as you enter village. Est
20 mins. ON ON tba but probably the Smugglers.
22nd May 2006 1457
Wok Inn, Shortgate
494 150
Bob Luck
01435 860908
Directions: East on A27 to Lewes. Straight on at first roundabout then left at 2nd through Cuilfail tunnel. Right on A26 and
first right on B2192 through Ringmer. Pub on right. Est 25 mins.
29th May 2006 1458
The Fox, Small Dole
213 128
Grant Oggy Aileen
01273 705835
West on A27, leave at Shoreham and take second exit A283 to Steyning. Right at next roundabout and follow up into Small
Dole. Pub is on left just in village. Est. 20 mins.
5th June 2006 1459
Eight Bells, Bolney
261 226
Phil & Andy
01273 509958
Directions: North on A23 to A272 turn-off. Right at T-junction, first right and pub on left. Est. 15 mins.

RECEDING HARELINE: Cancelled. Trash editor lost the post-it note. Sorry.

DOWNS DOWNS DEEPER AND DOWNS
Well the relay is here again on 20th May. By now I would hope that everyone who would like to take part has expressed an
interest but just in case you haven’t, Phil Mutton is your first port of call although he’ll probably feed you out to another team! You
may be aware that the Gurkhas organise the 100 kilometre team run on the South Downs way that replaced the original solo run.
Seems they have better things to do than join in the Brighton hash event, as reported on the back page!
Thanks to all the many contributors this issue – Don, Pete, Dave etc. It’s good to know that from time-to-time it’s not just a oneman show. I mean Ivan can’t be expected to supply all the jokes the whole time!
I’m afraid the caption competition opposite (page three) just couldn’t wait until Christmas. Angel’s response (probably) – You can
tell a gentleman as he takes his teeth out before getting stuck in!
Should have had a run for this.........................
On May 4th 2006, at two minutes and three seconds after 1:00 in the morning, the time and date will be 01:02:03
04/05/06. The time date will read 1-2-3-4-5-6 and that'll never happen again, ever. Until 1pm in the afternoon.
May the 4th be with you !!!!!
Interesting list of bits from Dave ‘Gomi’ Bos*:
I thought I write this to save us hashers some money here and there. These are links I use a lot to save me £100's a year on bills
and get cashback on my weekly shopping.
http://www.quidco.com/ when you shop online via there website they will pay you money for going through there links. Renew
your AA they give you £20 cashback. Insurance companies up to £80 cashback for just renewing your policy online. Have a look
as lots of shops are linked through this site. over the year I get about £500 back on my shopping via this site. Free money as far
as I am can see.
http://tescovouchercodes.blogspot.com/ When shopping online with tesco please find vouchers for discount from this site.
http://www.hotukdeals.com/index.php Look in there vouchers corner for vouchers for lots of well known brands and shops that
are used by most of us. Nice discounts can be found on this site.
http://www.saynoto0870.com/search.php this site will give you the landline numbers for most 0870 or 0845 numbers. When you
call these line they can cost you about 7 p a minute and to find the 01-02 numbers will save you money and sometimes time as
they are direct numbers that not always go through switchboards.
http://www.moneysavingexpert.com/cgi-bin/viewnews.cgi?newsid1096571346,38052, Now this site will put you in the right
direction for you all to save money on your bills get the best bank accounts etc etc. Sign on to there weekly newsletter as he will
find something cheap you needed to buy anyway.
http://www.petrolprices.com/ Last but not least this site will tell you where in the area you are or going to where you buy the
cheapest petrol. Now don't drive 5 miles out of your way to get 1p cheaper prices but check which area you are normally in and
find out who sells the cheapest petrol to save you £0.50 up a tank. Sometimes same street price will differ 1~5 p a little which
over the year could save you £100 +
These are the only real sites worth looking at!
Onon
David (hash gomi) Bos
* Ed’s footnote. According to Dave, gomi is Japanese for trash. And why not.
ON ON Bouncer

HASH RULES

1. THERE ARE NO RULES ON THE HASH
2. NO POOFTERS
3. THE MASTER IS ALWAYS RIGHT EVEN WHEN HE IS WRONG
4. THERE IS NO RULE 4
5. YOU DRINK A DOWN-DOWN OR TIP IT OVER YOUR HEAD
6. WE HAVE NO SEX ON OUR HASH [Whaaaat?]
7. NO POOFTERS
8. NOBODY TALKS WHEN THE MASTER IS TALKING

9. THE MOST HEINOUS SINS ARE:
· Beer chucking
· Passing the Master on the run
· To be caught short-cutting
· Eating cake at the ON-IN
· Not throwing Ivan in the pond
· Feeding ducks on the run
· Blaming the trash editor for anything. At all.

PC addenda: By poofters we do of course mean overly camp behaviour rather than er.. Look you get the picture right?

PAGE THREE
(Must be a 'man' thing!?)
Ah, T!t Monday. It's not that far off now, that glorious
day when, heading into work on the bus, or walking to the
Tube, or sitting on the train, you find yourself suddenly
chirpier than you have been in months.
You find yourself smiling at strangers again. There is a
mild involuntary tumescence in your trousers that comes
and goes throughout the morning with the comforting
regularity of a heartbeat.
And then you get a text around lunchtime from a mate
which says: "At last, T!t Monday!" And you instantly
understand why you are so happy. For T!t Monday is that
special day in the year when, for the first time, the
temperature rises above that magical point which causes
girls getting dressed in the morning to decide to show a
bit of skin.
After months of dull colours and chunky knit, the world's birds suddenly dive into last summer's wardrobe (they've not had
chance to buy this season's stuff) and chuck it on without a thought. Your urban landscape is suddenly lightened with acres of
naked arm and leg and, after many dark months of burrowing, breasts rising to the surface like moles at dusk.
Big breasts in white work shirts straining at the buttons. Small breasts braless in vest tops, the nipples frotted by ribby
fabrics. Breasts in summer dresses bouncing in the distance so that they catch your eye before you even notice there is
someone wearing them. Breasts nudging out from the crowd at traffic islands, quivering to cross the road...
And you know it is nearly summer. For previous generations, the arrival of spring was heralded by the sound of the first cuckoo.
For us, it is T!t Monday.
Not that it always falls on a Monday. Like Easter, T!t Monday is a moveable feast. Last year it fell on a Friday. Friday 29 April,
to be precise, when temperatures maxed out at 22.1C after nothing much above 16C all year. It last fell on a Monday in 2004,
when temperatures leapt to 22C on 24 April.
And then, of course, there is T!t Monday Night. You see, in early summer, temperatures drop off very dramatically when night
falls (T!t Friday 2005 dropped away to a parky 11.8C). But the dollies are not prepared. Slightly stunned by the morning heat,
they drag out the summer clothes but forget to bring a cardie (a mistake they will not make again until next year), so that when
they're all standing outside All Bar One after work celebrating the arrival of spring, their barely covered nipples have no
protection from the cold. It's like a Bring-and-Buy sale where everyone has brought hat pegs. It's like a prog-rock gig where,
instead of lighters, everyone is holding up nipples.
So when will T!t Monday fall this year? Will you be the first to text your mates with the announcement? Do not shoot your bolt
too early.
There will be false starts. You will smell fresh cut grass and see a couple of early starters and feel compelled to declare T!t
Monday. But your more level-headed friends will tell you to hold your horses, keep your powder dry, don't fire until you see the
whites of their bra straps
As the poet said: one bold Northern slapper in a bikini doth not a summer make.
-----From Pete: After the Great Britain Beer Festival, in London,
all the brewery top brass decided to go out for a beer. The guy
from Corona sits down and says, "Hey Senor, I would like the
world's best beer, a Corona." The bartender dusts off a bottle
from the shelf and gives it to him. The guy from Budweiser
says, "I'd like the best beer in the world, give me 'The King Of
Beers', a Budweiser." The bartender gives him one. The guy
from Coors says, "I'd like the only beer made with Rocky
Mountain spring water, give me a Coors." He gets it. The guy
from Harveys sits down and says, "Give me a Coke." The
bartender is a little taken aback, but gives him what he
ordered. The other brewery directors look over at him and ask
"Why aren't you drinking Harveys?" and the Harveys director
replies, "Well, I figured if you guys aren't drinking beer,
neither would I."

SUBMITTED BY DON…
Why you should limit your running to the Hash to avoid stress
Way, way back in the yesterday of yon, man sought to eke out his pitiful existence among the prehistoric rocks of the
world. Whilst rummaging among the rubble for a bit of scrumptious sustenance, it was quite possible that, in turning the
corner of a large boulder, he would meet something unexpected and potentially dangerous, like a saber-tooth tiger, a
woolly mammoth, or his mother-in-law. All, or any, of these could have produced a life saving mechanism in the human
body known as “acute stress response” or the Fight or Flight response.
The acute stress response is the body’s way of instantly preparing to react to a perceived or real threat. Whether it’s to
attack the source of fear, or to run from it, the body leaps into this mode. Walter Cannon, a life-long friend of Ivan Pavlov
(of Pavlov’s dog fame), was one of the first to study this reaction. He proposed it was hard-wired into us. The key
difference was if the surprise stimuli caused a reaction of fear or anger. Fear would result in flight, while anger would
result in fight.
The brain’s hypothalamus reacts to this stimuli by triggering the release of several chemicals into the bloodstream;
adrenaline (Cannon’s hormone of fight or flight) , noradrenaline, and cortisol. Respiration increases and the heart starts
pumping two or three times faster providing oxygen rich blood to the limbs, eyes dilate increasing sight, hearing is
increased, capillaries close increasing blood pressure to allow one to live even if wounded. Unnecessary functions like
digestion and sexual function are terminated to provide blood to other parts. The brain fires signals faster making you
more alert and responsive. Unfortunately, the body also may release bladder and bowel control to make you lighter.
In seconds the body is a well-oiled reactionary machine and is ready
for whatever comes next. This state of heightened function expends
a huge amount of energy and can’t be sustained for long. In addition,
long term exposure to stress hormones is not good for us.
So although we have moved several million years away from the
cave, the response remains. Remember how you felt when your
mum caught you with your hand in the cookie jar? Or after that near
miss on the freeway? What about people lifting a car off a loved one
in a panic?
It’s not all good however. Your body can have such a response when
doing things like talking to your boss or going out on date. Too much
of the wrong stimuli can be a bad thing causing heart disease, sexual dysfunction, high blood pressure, and immune
deficiencies. A short while ago, DamnInteresting.com produced an article on The Jumping Frenchman of Maine Disorder
which causes a different response to stress, like convulsions.
Although exercise is a well-known way to reduce stress, a new report by Princeton University says that running alone can
ADD to stress. The study concluded that running causes the release of corticosterone– a stress managing hormone– into
the brain, which inhibits the growth of more brain cells. On the flip side, running increases our special orientation and
neuron communication. The study tested rats running alone and in groups and concluded that running in groups
decreased the adverse effects. Maybe it’s another hard wired response making it safer to flee in groups?
A Harvard cardiologist, Herbert Benson, has developed a theory to combat the fight or flight response when unnecessary
by producing a relaxation response, that is, causing the body to release neurochemicals to counteract the others. Dr.
Benson believes that the relaxation response is as hard wired as the acute stress response and therefore is as easy to
trigger.
The simplest way to trigger it is thus:
1. Focus on a word or phrase that has a positive meaning to you. Such words as "one," "love" and "peace" work well.
2. When you find your mind has wandered or you notice any intrusive thoughts entering your mind, simply disregard them
and return your focus to the word or phrase you chose.
Dr. Benson recommends practicing this for 10-15 minutes twice a day. The benefits are lower blood pressure, reduced
stress, tranquility, etc. You can further this by repeating your relaxation word while exercising, yoga, deep breathing,
progressive muscle relaxation, meditation, singing or chanting your word, etc.
It’s a fine line to walk. I want to keep my quick responses for the next time I meet a 10-foot angry prehistoric sloth, but I
also don’t want to wet myself the next time I go on a date. Maybe I should stop dating 10-foot angry prehistoric sloths.
For a long life 9 out of 10 doctors recommend vitamins, exercise, and relaxation. The 10th recommends hashing and beer!

A bit more beer and stuff..
After last years Beachy Head marathon, and the obligatory
BBFRC post-run (actually, increasingly instead of…)
champagne, and a few dozen pints in the Pilot, a select few
of us Shorehamites were tipped out at the Lazy Toad to
rectify the thirst brought about by the long trip home from
Eastbourne. Who do we find propping up the bar but
Humper aka Pete Halliday, hasher from Wales, Tulsa* and
Germany, and also the man behind the Evening Star and
the Dark Star brewery. He wouldn’t say back then which,
but the purpose of his visit was to seal the deal on buying a
Shoreham pub which we later discovered was the Duke of
Wellington.
The Duke is now open with new landlords Roy, and Pat ex
of CAMRA pub of the year several times, the Stanley Arms
in Portslade, after years of boarded up dereliction during
which, I only recently found out, it had remained open
throughout. Already it’s built up a reputation for great beer
and great live music and the rejuvenation has yet to get
underway in earnest.
Meanwhile AiIeen tells me a little anecdote about a friend of
theirs who, discovering that the This is Shoreham website
was holding a best pub in Shoreham poll a year or so ago,
persuaded all his mates to vote for the dilapidated Duke.
The joke took off and it won the vote easily, prompting me
to wonder if Pete used the website to identify the peoples
favourite, and buy accordingly. It was probably just that it
came up for sale at the right time but I like the story!
Discovered the letter on the right in the Good Motoring
(GEM) magazine and thought “hasher” all the way through.
Amazed to recognize the name of an old mate of mine who
has actually run with us on 3 or 4 occasions! Well done
Pete, a clear understanding of “PC” comment there!
BOUNCER
* RIP Gene Pitney. Apparently, it will take 3 weeks to
make a coffin from oak for Gene Pitney, but only 24 hours
from balsa. The marriage to Whitney Houston is off so we’ll never see her as Whitney Pitney.
I never quite figured out why the sexual urges of men and women differ so much. And I never have figured out the whole Venus
and Mars thing. I have never figured out why men think with their head and women with their heart. FOR EXAMPLE: One
evening last week, my girlfriend and I were getting into bed. Well, the passion starts to heat up, and she eventually says "I
don't feel like it, I just want you to hold me." I said "WHAT??!! What was that?!" So she says the words that every boyfriend
on the planet dreads to hear... "You're just not in touch with my emotional needs as a woman enough for me to satisfy your
physical needs as a man." She responded to my puzzled look by saying, "Can't you just love me for who I am and not what I do
for you in the bedroom?" Realizing that nothing was going to happen that night, I went to sleep.
The very next day I opted to take the day off of work to spend time with her. We went out to a nice lunch and then went
shopping at a big, big unnamed department store. I walked around with her while she tried on several different very expensive
outfits. She couldn't decide which one to take so I told her we'd just buy them all. She wanted new shoes to compliment her
new clothes, so I said lets get a pair for each outfit. We went onto the jewellery department where she picked out a pair of
diamond earrings. Let me tell you...she was so excited. She must have thought I was one wave short of a shipwreck. I started to
think she was testing me because she asked for a tennis bracelet when she doesn't even know how to play tennis.
I think I threw her for a loop when I said, "That's fine, honey." She was almost nearing sexual satisfaction from all of the
excitement. Smiling with excited anticipation she finally said, "I think this is all dear, let's go to the cashier."
I could hardly contain myself when I blurted out, "No honey, I don't feel like it."
Her face just went completely blank as her jaw dropped with a baffled "WHAT?"
I then said "honey! I just want you to HOLD this stuff for a while. You're just not in touch with my financial needs as a man
enough for me to satisfy your shopping needs as a woman."
And just when she had this look like she was going to kill me, I added, "Why can't you just love me for who I am and not for the
things I buy you?"
Apparently I'm not having sex tonight either....but at least that bitch knows I'm smarter than her

HARE’S MOTTO:- TO OUR QUEER OLD DEAN
Congratulations to her Madge on reaching such a huge age. No sign of her stopping yet so the jokes on Charlie boy, makes you laugh don’t
it! Here’s a bit of advice in case you bump into any of the nobs on one of the walkabouts.
What Not To Say To The Royal Family
‘Miss’,’ you there’, ‘sod it’, ‘piss off’, ‘bottom’, ‘piss-artist’,‘ fuck it’, ‘can’t you bloody read you dyslectic prat’,
‘masturbation’, Spick ‘get your lips around this one Princess ho ho ho’, So why did you come to Sussex?
NEVER touch the Royal Family under any circumstances, unless you yourself have been touched by them
and even then keep your hands well above the waist.
NEVER ever ever offer the Queen a Mars bar. The correct way to address the Royal Family is ‘Your
Majesty’ or ‘Your Highness’ and not ‘Hello Lizzie’ or ‘How’s yer doing Spiros?’.
NEVER ask the Royal Family a direct question. For instance should you be lost and wish to ask the Queen
where the trail is, you must say ‘The trail is near here?’, and hope she will say: ’No I think you are wrong,
it’s over half a mile away down by the golf course’ or: ‘Yes it’s near here. There it is’
NEVER shout abuse or push or jostle the Royal Family, unless they attack you, hit you with golf clubs or
rub out the trail marks.
NEVER try and tell them a joke as they won’t understand. The Queen being of German decent is totally
devoid of humour and the Prince only permits the two Greek jokes at court, neither of which is funny.
The Hash Rules of Etiquette
This page is designed to help out Hashers visiting the Royal Residencies this year when you feel awkward or embarrassed about the
right kind of behaviour on meeting any member of The British Royal Family.
What To Do On Meeting The Royal Family
This depends largely on where you meet them. If you should meet a member of the Royal Family in the local pub in normal circumstances
the etiquette is clear and simple. If you are wearing a hat or Hash head band remove it instantly and hold it in your left hand leaving
your right hand free should the Royal Personage decide on manual contact.
Getting down on one knee would be appreciated, but in a crowded supermarket this could cause a great deal of congestion and end up
with you getting kicked over.
However should you meet any member of the Royal Family in a surgical supply shop, it is best not to acknowledge them at all as this will
only lead to embarrassment on your part, and on the part of the Royal person or persons. The same applies in garages, betting shops,
private cinema clubs, the underground and public toilets.
A typical conversation with the Queen
QUEEN: Arise
HASHER: Thank you your Majesty.
QUEEN: What brings you to XYZ?
HASHER: I have a friend who lives near here –
well blah blah blah actually, he organised this
hash run for a bunch of boozy- (you will have
lost the Queen’s attention by now as she meets
many people and finds them most boring)
QUEEN: Well I must be going now.
HASHER: Goodbye your Majesty.’
QUEEN: Goodbye pleb.
A bad conversation with the Queen
HASHER: Hello, I didn’t reconize you.
QUEEN: But I am the Queen of Great Britain,
Europe, the United States and the
Commonwealth.
HASHER: Well Doris, you don’t look at all like
you do on the stamps.
QUEEN: Don’t speak to me like that you dirty little nonentity.
HASHER: Can you help me scrape this corgi shit of my running shoes?
QUEEN: Shut your fat gob, you nasty little peasant.
A conversation like this could ruin your chances of a Knighthood
Question: What was the height of globalization? Answer: Princess Diana's death. Question: How come?
Answer: An ENGLISH princess with an EGYPTIAN boyfriend crashes in a FRENCH tunnel, driving a GERMAN car with a DUTCH
engine, driven by a BELGIAN who was high on SCOTTISH whiskey, followed closely by ITALIAN Paparazzi, on JAPANESE
motorcycles, treated by an AMERICAN doctor, using BRAZILIAN medicines!
And this was started by a MALAYSIAN, using Bill Gates' technology which he stole from the JAPANESE.
And you are probably reading this on one of the IBM clones that use TAIWANESE-made chips, and KOREAN made monitors, assembled
by INDIAN workers in a SINGAPORE plant, transported by lorries driven by THAIS, hijacked by INDONESIANS and finally sold to
you by CHINAMEN! Globalisation!

The FA
25 Soho Square
London W1 4FA
The Football Association of Wales
11 / 12 Neptune Court,
Vanguard Way,
Cardiff CF24 5PJ
CYMRU

Dear Sir,
Our Head Coach, Mr Sven-G ‰ran- Ericsson, has asked me, on the eve of
our departure to Germany for the World Cup Finals, for which we have
qualified, to ask our fellow Home Nations to come to our assistance so
that England may be 100% sure of winning the World Cup.
As you are no doubt aware from the winning of the Rugby World Cup
and the Ashes, England’s success boosts all British nations and we know
how you all enjoyed basking in the reflected glory which bonds our
ancient nations together.
To this end, we request and require that you furnish, forthwith, any
information, which may aid us on our quest. We don’t expect to need it,
you understand, but one never knows.
What we have in mind is tactical appraisals of our opponents, whom you
may have encountered whilst failing to qualify yourselves. Foreign styles
of play, underhand methods of influencing the referee, latin diving,
teutonic bullying, you know the sort of thing. Also, if there is any advice
of the legality of two apparently separate islands in the Carribean forming
a joint enterprise for the express purpose of winning a soccer match. In
the capital here we find it quite extraordinary!
I know well you all take delight in the support of England whenever any
of you manage a shock result and am sure of the same fullsome support
from you chaps in this instance.
You remain, hopefully, our humble servants

Dear Mr Barwick,
Thank you for your interesting and brilliant letter. As you know we are
your nearest neighbours, and sharing a long border with you, know you
more intimately and therefore love you more intimately than anybody
else. How we enjoyed your Rugby victory! Bonfires were lit in remote
areas all over rural Wales in celebration.
As you no doubt don’t know, all correspondence from Lloedr is translaed
from Saes to Cymraeg in accordance with the Rules of our Association. I
had your brave letter translated and passed it to Dafydd ab
Sylwtlyhatesinglish hew is hedd of our tactical spying unit.
I am sori to haf to tell ewe that there was a coch up in the translation
which meant that Dafydd, completely by accident, got the whole thing
arseways and provided all your opponents with a dossier on your players
instead. In particular, I have to warn you that your manager may be
targeted by dusky beauties who may give him the bends while he goes
diving as it were. Also watch out for Paraguayan grannies in the vacinity
of your only hope.
As ever, if there is anything else we can do for you, do not hesitate to ask.
Twll dîn pob Sais

Brian Barwick

Mervyn Miseri

FA Ireland
80 Merrion Square
Dublin 2

The Scottish Football
Association
Hampden Park
Glasgow
G42 9AY

Ah Brian how’s it going
All the lads here wish ye the very best in the World Cup. Sure don’t ye
know that?
We always want England to do well. There has been too much old guff
about history and bad blood and we should forget about all that. We have
anyhow.
I mean, nowadays who is interested in Pope Adrian (the only English
Pope) blessing the English invasion which took all our lands and divided
it up amongst the English? Who wants to know about Cromwell putting
the women and children of Drogheda and Wexford to the sword; the
Penal Laws that outlawed the one true Catholic faith and the outlawing of
the beloved Gaelic language. The crushing of the brave rebels in 1118,
1250, 1336, 1388 1542, 1612. 1798, 1848, 1916. Sure we have forgotten
all about the Famine, where one million of us were starved to death, skin
and bone with grass stain about our hungry mouths with pestilence rapine
and disease stalking every corner of the land whilst our young men fought
in the front lines of the trenches of your imperial wars.
Having forgotten all that, and the unfinished business in a corner of our
land, we would of course be delighted to support England, and we will.
However, you must be aware of our longstanding emigrant links with
seamus insert name of whoever the bastrds are playing and so

therefore, on this one occasion, our loyalties may be somewhat divided.
As a favour Brian: - my daughter is a big Man U fan and could you send
over young Wayne’s birth cert (and his folks) so she can send him a
birthday card?
Yours as ever
Seán Ó Blarney

Dear Brian,
F*ck off you English c*nts
Hamish McSporran

THE COMIC STRIP PRESENTS ….
introducing Reggie and Ethel

GURKHAS KEEP PEACE AT IKEA

QUITE DEFINITELY THE BACKSIDE OF THE TRASH

By Amy Iggulden
(Filed: 17/04/2006)
Some of the toughest fighters in the British
Army have been drafted in to control one of
the most frightening situations on civvy street:
hordes of bank holiday shoppers at Ikea.
The four former Gurkhas have kept the
peace in the Falklands, Belize and on the
border between Hong Kong and China.
But they had never seen anything quite like
the notoriously temperamental crowds found
at a flatpack furniture store. Two weeks into
their assignment, the team of highly
disciplined Nepalese soldiers is rising to the
challenge and has already eradicated car
park crime at the store where they are
working.
Lal Bahadur Gurung, 44, a retired colour
sergeant with 2nd Bn the Royal Gurkha Rifles,
said: "I have never seen anything like it
anywhere and I have been on operational tours all over the world, mainly peacekeeping.
"But I am still finding the crowds very nice."
The former sergeant is one of 20 ex-soldiers who came to Britain last month to join a security firm that supplies Ikea
Nottingham with its protection force.
David Attle, a duty supervisor for security at the store, said: "I was quite astonished when I heard we were getting Gurkhas
but so far it is working out very well.
"They seem to have wiped out car crime in the car park."
The men are among the first retired Gurkhas to work in Britain after a change in immigration laws allowed them to remain in
the country.

Ikea flushes out apology for toilet humour
Wed, May 08 2002
Swedish furniture maker Ikea has apologised for an advertisement showing
a glittering toilet seat adorned with a meditating Buddha.
The figure, incorrectly identified as the Hindu god Shiva, appeared in a
section with decoration tips in the latest issue of Ikea Family Magazine,
sent to 700,000 households in Sweden.
Many of the estimated 10,000 Hindus in the Scandinavian country complained and representatives from Hindu groups sent a joint
protest letter to the company. Ikea apologised soon after.
The article, headlined ´Make the nicest toilet seat yourself´, features a picture of Buddha, with legs crossed and eyes closed, glued on a
toilet seat spray-painted in gold.
The adjoining text refers to the figure as Shiva.
Mr Ashok Dhawan, chairman of the Hindu temple in Stockholm, said he
threw away his Ikea membership card after he saw the article.
´When I saw the picture, I first thought, 'how good that they print this
picture'. Then I saw it was a toilet seat. I became furious," he said.
Protest organiser Shahsi Sharma said he was satisfied with the apology and
considered the issue resolved.
Ikea spokesman Tina Paulsson said the company would pay closer attention
to pictures with religious and cultural motifs in the future.
Said the company: ´We have unfortunately not been sufficiently attentive to
this picture and its symbolism and meaning for a lot of people.´
Ikea, founded in 1943, has more than 140 stores with 70,000 employees in
22 countries.
Q: How many IKEA shop assistants does it take to change a light bulb?
A: "Sorry, we ran out of light bulb stock. We expect it to arrive early next
month. We do have ladders though! You just go straight on, then left and
then right. No, thanks, anytime."
Q: How many Dixons assistants does it take to change a lightbulb?
A: Err. Nahh, it's MEANT to go dark after a few weeks. It's a new fangled
addition. It's been developed by, er, (etc...)

